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Executive Summary
This report summarizes the results of a study of political polarization in state legislatures and its effects on
policymaking. A team of NCSL staff and academic political scientists conducted more than 250 interviews
of legislators, staff and other participants in 10 state legislatures during 2015-16 legislative sessions. We
found evidence of significant—and increasing—polarization in most of these 10 state legislatures comparable to that experienced by Congress. However, we concluded that most of the legislatures in our sample
were able to negotiate differences and reach settlements on major policy issues like budgets, transportation and higher education under conditions of political polarization and divided government.
Factors that legislators believe mitigate the effects of polarization on policymaking, especially when comparing themselves to Congress, include:
•

State constitutions and rules such as single subject requirements for bills, limited sessions with effective deadlines, requirements for balanced budgets, and the fair and consistent application of rules.

•

Governors and legislative leaders who are able to see the big picture, communicate and work together effectively, and make efforts to treat the minority party fairly and value their input.

•

Empowered committees that deliberate effectively and make efforts to incorporate minority party
ideas.

•

Personal relations, cultures and traditions among legislators that promote interparty communication
and cooperation and engender trust and respect.

•

Nonpartisan staff.

•

A determination to get things done, often expressed as “We’re not D.C.”

We also identified factors that exacerbate the effects of political polarization on policymaking. They
include leaders who take ideological, uncompromising positions, the 24-hour news cycle and social media
that impede deliberation and the open exchange of ideas, and a decline in cross-party friendships, socializing and collaboration.
Our research produced a number of useful ideas for state legislators and members of Congress on how to
function as effective policymakers under conditions of political polarization.
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Introduction
During the six years of the Obama Administration when control of the federal government was divided
between Republicans and Democrats the Congress came in for considerable criticism. The public, the
media and even scholars regarded it as highly polarized, with members of each party implacably opposed
to the other, and unable to negotiate and resolve difficult public policy problems with a president of the
opposite party.
But Congress is one of only 51 legislatures in the American system of representative democracy. Have
the 50 state legislatures been similarly gridlocked by polarization, unwavering competition and intense
ideology? How many of them are performing well at crafting solutions to difficult policy problems in a
climate that is anti-political, anti-politician and polarized? Why have some states experienced problems
with reaching settlements on policy issues, like Congress, while others have not? To the extent that states
have been infected with the same problems as Congress, what can be done about it? What lessons can
Congress learn from state legislatures about mitigating or reversing political polarization?
In order to understand policymaking in a time of political polarization, the National Conference of State
Legislatures (NCSL), together with a team of political scientists, studied the policymaking process in 10
state legislatures during the 2015 and 2016 legislative sessions. The team conducted in-depth interviews
with hundreds of legislators and other participants in the legislative process. This report summarizes the
findings from those 10 state studies.
The goals of the research were to:
•

Expand knowledge about the institutional features and political forces that determine party polarization and affect legislative performance.  

•

Provide ideas and tools to help legislative practitioners mitigate the effects of extreme partisanship.  

•

Determine if there are lessons from states that might help reduce the impact of polarization on
policymaking in Congress.  

The William and Flora Hewlett Foundation provided support for the case studies of 10 states. The principle investigator on the project and author of this report was NCSL-emeritus staff member Karl Kurtz, now
a consultant with LegisMatters, and the project manager was Brian Weberg of NCSL. They assembled a
team of eminent political scientists consisting of professors Gary Moncrief (Boise State University), Lynda
Powell (University of Rochester) and Peverill Squire (University of Missouri) to help design the project and
conduct the research.
In addition to the studies of policymaking in 10 states, NCSL also conducted the American Legislator
Survey in 2014 (Appendix  III). The survey, which was sent to all state legislators, was designed to uncover
lawmakers’ attitudes toward partisanship, the institution of the legislature and the policymaking process.
Findings from this 50-state survey that bear on polarization and policymaking have been incorporated
into this amended version of a report that was originally published online in April 2017.
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The 10 Case-Study States
The legislatures chosen for in-depth interviews include a few states with unified government—governor and both houses of the legislature under the same party’s control—but the majority in the sample
operate under divided government in order to strengthen the comparison to divided government at the
federal level at the time we conducted the study in 2015-16.
We chose seven states with divided government—Colorado, Iowa, Maine, Massachusetts, Minnesota,
Virginia and Washington—and three states with unified party control—Connecticut under Democratic
control and Tennessee and Wisconsin with Republicans in charge of the legislative and executive branches. All 10 states have experienced divided government at some point during the period since 2000 (see
Appendix I).
Each of the five principal project analysts (plus Tim Storey, a senior manager at NCSL) was paired with an
NCSL staff practitioner to conduct the studies of the 10 state legislatures.

Table 1. Case Study States and Analysts
State

Lead Analyst

NCSL Liaison

Colorado

Tim Storey

Stacy Householder

24

Connecticut

Gary Moncrief

Laura Rose

29

Iowa

Peverill Squire

Katie Zeigler

24

Maine

Lynda Powell

Mary Fairchild

20

Massachusetts

Karl Kurtz

Brian Weberg

30

Minnesota

Gary Moncrief

Julie Bell

39

Tennessee

Brian Weberg

Pam Greenberg

19

Virginia

Karl Kurtz

Angela Andrews

30

Washington

Peverill Squire

Larry Morandi

22

Wisconsin

Karl Kurtz

Jonathan Griffin

21

Total

No. of Interviews

258

These research teams spent a week in each of the capitals and conducted a total of 258 interviews with
current and former legislators (including former legislators now serving in Congress), staff, and other participants (lobbyists, academics and reporters) in the legislative process. We conducted interviews in the
Massachusetts and Wisconsin legislatures and with members of Congress who are former state legislators in 2016. The interviews in the other eight states all took place in 2015.
We assured all interviewees that their comments were confidential in the sense that they would not be
directly identified with any quotations.
Other factors besides the partisan makeup were taken into account in the selection of study states. These
include the presence or absence of term limits, regional diversity, a range of different levels of legislative
professionalism and the willingness of legislative leaders to have their legislature included in the study.
Term limits for state legislators are an important institutional variable, setting the 15 states with limits
apart from the other 35 legislatures and the Congress. In our sample of states, Colorado and Maine have
term limits. We achieved regional diversity in our sample with three states each from the Northeast and
Midwest, and two states each from the South and West.
Among the case-study states, Massachusetts and Wisconsin fall in the more professionalized category—i.e., year-round legislative sessions, large staffs and higher pay for members. In many ways legislatures in this category are more like Congress in style and operations than they are like other state legis-
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latures. Maine and Virginia are in the classic citizen legislature category (short sessions, low pay and small
staff). Colorado, Connecticut, Iowa, Minnesota, Tennessee and Washington are in the hybrid category in
between the two extremes.
Using a combination of roll-call voting analysis and a national candidate survey known as the National
Political Awareness Test, or NPAT, political scientists Boris Shor and Nolan McCarty have published a
measure of the ideological differences between the two parties (i.e., levels of polarization) in each of the
99 chambers of the state legislatures. They show that, in fact, most state legislatures are more polarized
than the Congress. Among our 10 states, the Colorado, Washington, Wisconsin, Minnesota and Virginia
legislatures (in order from more to less polarized) are substantially more polarized than the Congress on
the Shor/McCarty measure. Maine, Iowa, Connecticut and Tennessee are slightly more polarized than
Congress, and Massachusetts is substantially less polarized (see Appendix II).
The Shor and McCarty scale of state legislative polarization is a useful backdrop to our analysis of polarization in 10 state legislatures, but it is only a starting point. We will present differing perspectives on the
extent of polarization in our 10 states. More importantly, the main investigative task of this NCSL project
is to determine the conditions under which legislative institutions operate reasonably well even when the
parties are polarized.

Three Separate Concepts
At the congressional level, the three concepts of polarization, policymaking (or its converse, gridlock)
and civility (or incivility) have become deeply intertwined: To the general public and many observers it
appears that incivility, obstruction and gridlock are the inevitable products of polarization. It is, however,
possible to be ideologically polarized yet still negotiate agreements on policy, just as it is possible to be
polarized yet respectful and civil. Similarly, effective policymaking can occur under conditions of either
civility or incivility. Therefore, it is important at the outset to define what we mean by the concepts of
polarization, policymaking and civility.
We define “polarization” as parties that are ideologically distant from one another, but substantially unified internally. In one of our interviews, a Wisconsin Democrat (minority party) said, “The two parties are
ideologically split—there’s not much disagreement within them. Both parties have purged their moderates and become more extreme.” That’s the essence of polarization.
Policymaking is the process of making laws. In the legislative setting, lawmaking is usually incremental.
The process is characterized by competing interests reaching agreements, often temporary, through
deliberation, negotiation and compromise. We often use the term “settlements” interchangeably with
policymaking to emphasize the short-term nature of legislative solutions and the implicit notion that this
year’s policy may have to be revisited and adjusted next year. The converse of policymaking is gridlock:
the inability of legislators and executives to reach an agreement or pass a law, with the result being stalemate or inaction.
Civility refers to norms of courtesy, politeness, comity and respect. While many believe that civility facilitates policymaking, in our view it is not a prerequisite for policymaking to take place. Because the media
focus on public name-calling and blame games, incivility may mask behind-the-scenes negotiations and
policy resolution.
Because of our particular interest in divided government, our focus is on compromise, or deal-making,
between political parties. Under divided government the minority party in one chamber may be the
majority in the other, or the governor may buttress the minority in both chambers. As a result, compromise is a necessary part of the process. A Minnesota minority leader said, “The public view of compromise is meeting in the middle. But in the legislature, compromise is about what the minority can extract
using their limited resources, which involve time, [the occasional ability] to embarrass the majority, and
trading votes on some key issues.” Or, as a Virginia minority leader put it, “[In compromise,] the goal of
the minority is to provide input in the process, to get one-quarter of a loaf, or even half, and to put our
fingerprints on the legislation.”
A second Minnesota minority leader said, “Relationships, trust and bargaining chips are the key.” As a
result, in the analysis that follows, after describing the conditions of political polarization in state legislatures, we will focus on how legislators and governors build relationships, establish trust and get deals
done. How the majority treats the minority will be a major theme of our discussion.
NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF STATE LEGISLATURES
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Evidence of Polarization
In almost all of our 10 case-study states, our interviewees told us that the parties in the legislature have
become more distant from each other over time and that there is less diversity within each of the parties.
Among the ranks of Republican legislators, we were often told that the fear of a primary challenge from
the right was driving their legislative caucus toward a more conservative, less accommodating position.
Many states had their own state legislative version of the tale of the primary defeat of U.S. House
majority leader Eric Cantor in Virginia that sent shock waves through the U.S. Capitol in 2014. For
example, in Tennessee, Representative Dennis “Coach” Roach, a popular, long-serving conservative
Republican high school teacher and wrestling coach, was defeated in 2014 by a candidate who described
himself as “More pro-life than your pastor, more for the Second Amendment than Davy Crockett, and
more for traditional marriage than Adam and Eve.”
In the Virginia Senate, which has had narrow, changing majorities
for more than a decade, it was widely perceived that two moderate
Republicans who had been at the center of deal-making between the
parties, Walter Stosch and John Watkins, chose not to run for re-election in 2015 because they knew they would face a primary challenge.
Another Virginia Republican senator who was known for a willingness
to compromise, Emmett Hanger, narrowly survived a primary. The
conservative speaker of the House, Bill Howell, who had not been challenged in an election for years, defeated an even-more-conservative
primary opponent more handily.
In Wisconsin, moderate Republican Senators Dale Schulz and Mike
Ellis, who had voted against the landmark collective bargaining bill
promoted by Governor Scott Walker, similarly chose not to run in 2014
after being threatened by primary opposition.
The effect of these real or threatened challenges to Republican
members was to move the survivors to the right and reduce their
willingness to negotiate and compromise with Democrats. A Republican leader in Virginia, who himself feared a primary challenge, said
that he regarded his role as protecting his members from votes that
would open them up to challenges. A Republican leader in Wisconsin
talked about the constant need to balance the interests of two groups
of Assembly members: those who live in fear of primary challenges
from the right and those from marginal districts who are potentially
vulnerable to defeat by Democrats.

Among the ranks of
Republican legislators, fear
of a primary challenge from
the right was driving their
legislative caucus toward
a more conservative, less
accommodating position.
Democrats also pointed to the
loss of moderate members
and a movement of their
caucus to the left, but in their
case it is less due to primary
activism from the left than it

In most states, the threat of primary challenges was ascribed to the
is attrition.
growing influence of the Tea Party. But the number of legislators who
identify as Tea Party members is relatively small. A Wisconsin Republican leader argued that it is more accurate to describe the most
conservative members of his caucus as “those who live in fear of a primary challenge” than to call them
Tea Party members.
Democrats also pointed to the loss of moderate members and a movement of their caucus to the left, but
in their case it is less due to primary activism from the left than it is attrition. In states where Democratic
numbers in the legislature have declined sharply in the last 15 years (Tennessee, Virginia, Wisconsin and,
to a lesser extent, Minnesota), the members who remain tend to come from inner cities or otherwise urban districts. There are few, if any, rural Democrats left in these legislatures. The result is the same as with
the Republicans—a more homogeneous caucus that is less willing to negotiate or compromise with the
other side. A long-serving Wisconsin Democrat said, “Moderates are the catalysts of compromise—but
there aren’t many moderates left.”
One of the questions in the American Legislator Survey asked, “When you consider their opinions, how
do the following groups affect your likelihood to compromise in your policy decisions?” (Scale of 1=Less
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Likely to 5=More Likely) Of the four groups that respondents were asked to rate, General Election Voters
on average scored 3.5, Primary Election Voters 3.3, Legislative Leaders 3.2 and Contributors 2.5. For the
most part, these are “middling” responses, indicating that none of the groups has a major impact on
legislators’ likelihood of compromising. Surprisingly, Primary Election Voters scored slightly above the
mid-point of the scale—more toward “More Likely” to compromise. There were no statistically significant
differences between Democrat and Republican legislators on this question. These national responses to
the survey serve to moderate the conclusions drawn from interviews in the 10 states regarding the polarizing effect of primary election threats.
In state after state, legislators told us that the increasing polarization in the legislature is caused by polarization of voters and that members are merely representing their districts. A veteran liberal member in
Washington said that he understood why the new conservative members are the way they are: “They’re
voting their district and you can’t get mad at them for that; I’ve done it myself.”
As evidence of the public’s increasing polarization, legislators pointed to a decline in split ticket voting.
A Wisconsin legislator called attention to a Journal Sentinel and Marquette University Law School study
showing that the proportion of voters who split their ballots in statewide elections had declined from a
range of 23-36 percent in the 1980s and ‘90s to one of 6-7 percent in the 2010 and 2012 elections.    
Political scientists disagree about whether it is the public or the political elites that are more polarized.
However, a 2014 Pew Research Center survey supports the views of the legislators we interviewed that
the public is more polarized than it used to be. Pew reports that the ideological gap between the median
Democrat and the median Republican has grown considerably since 1994, and especially since 2004. To
be sure, a majority of respondents still identify themselves as moderates. But the proportion of consistently liberal identifiers and consistently conservative identifiers has clearly increased. And these groups
hold increasingly negative views of each other. Moreover, these are the groups that are most active
politically, and most likely to contribute to a candidate.
Another external factor that shows or contributes to polarization with legislatures is the escalation in
campaign costs, often fueled by the growing role of independent campaign expenditures. In Colorado,
Tennessee, Virginia and Wisconsin, legislators noted that outside groups were major instigators of, or at
least contributors to, within-party challenges or to efforts to recall legislators.
In Maine, where legislative campaigns usually cost a modest $30,000, independent expenditures
are playing an increasing role in campaigns. One 2012 Senate race had independent expenditures of
$500,000. A Republican said that he had $200,000 spent against him and was outspent four to one. The
possibility that a candidate will be targeted by large independent expenditures has deterred some candidates from taking part in Maine’s voluntary “clean election” law that provides public funding in exchange
for a commitment not to raise large private funds. A Maine senator said, “If a $25,000 to $30,000 Senate
race now becomes $300,000 with independent expenditures thrown in against you, it is very personal. It
is hard to let that memory go once you are elected.”
Based on our interviews and observations of the interactions between Democrats and Republican during
the 2015-16 legislative sessions in our 10 states, we would have a slightly different ranking of their degree
of polarization compared to the Shor and McCarty study that is based on roll-call voting. We would move
Colorado, Minnesota, Virginia and Washington from the most polarized grouping to moderately polarized, leaving only Wisconsin in the highly polarized category. We would also move Connecticut to the less
polarized category, along with Massachusetts. (One Massachusetts House member said of partisanship in
his state, “By national standards, this is a pretty tame place.”)
Regardless of where each state ranks on a polarization scale, our interviews confirm that state legislatures
operate with political parties that are increasingly ideologically distant from each other. And despite continuing disagreements within the parties in some states, there is increasing pressure to conform to party
orthodoxy in most of them. In other words, most state legislatures operate under substantially the same
conditions as the Congress.

NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF STATE LEGISLATURES
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Settlements (Policymaking)
In state after state we were told that 90 percent or more of all bills are not partisan and are passed
unanimously or with substantial bipartisan majorities. In Wisconsin, leaders had calculated an exact
number—93 percent. The point of these comments is usually that the media’s focus on conflict exaggerates the extent of partisanship in legislatures. A Washington legislator, with some hyperbole, said, “While
the media focuses on discord and doesn’t report consensus, 98 percent of the bills pass with bipartisan
support.” “There’s far more collaboration than what the public sees,” added a Wisconsin legislator.
While accepting the importance of the large number of bills that pass with little or no opposition, it’s also
true that the remaining 10 percent or so of issues are usually the most difficult and contentious and are
often highly partisan and divisive. The performance of legislatures on the contentious issues is often a
measuring stick for success or failure in policymaking.
Therefore, we will devote this section of the report to outlining a few of the key settlements reached
in our sample of 10 legislatures in recent years. Because policymaking is often significantly different
between states with divided government and those with unified government, we will separate the discussion of states accordingly. We will also note some instances of significant stalemate or gridlock in the
states.

States with Divided Government
Budgets are the single most important legislative statement of priorities for a state. They not only determine spending levels but also often contain policy. For this reason, we paid particularly close attention to
negotiations on budgets in our sample of 10 states.
With a few notable exceptions that we will discuss under stalemates below, budgets typically pass
most of our 10 case-study states with bipartisan majorities. The reasons given for this include the
balanced budget requirements contained in 49 of the state constitutions, a strong tradition of
bipartisan budgeting and the “grease” provided by the use of earmarks (or member items) to bring
along recalcitrant members.
The balanced budget requirement, usually combined with a limit on
the length of legislative sessions, looms large in everyone’s assessment
of the budgeting process. “It’s the one bill that MUST pass,” was a
typical comment. The constitutional requirement to reach a settlement on the budget forces factions (sometimes within the same party)
to work together. To the balanced budget requirement, Virginia adds a
deep-seated commitment to maintaining the state’s AAA bond rating.
“The AAA bond rating is a compelling force that transcends party,” said
a veteran staffer, adding that it provides the “come to Jesus” moment
at the end of budget negotiations.

In most legislatures the

In Maine, bills introduced after a certain date in the legislative session
take on “emergency” status and therefore require a two-thirds majority. This includes the budget bill because it is typically not introduced
until late in the session. The negotiation and compromise necessary to
obtain the two-thirds majority has meant that the Legislature has been
able to withstand and overturn the frequent vetoes of the budget by
maverick conservative Governor Paul LePage.

collegiality that develops on

money committees play key
roles in bringing members
together. Members in
several states talked of the
budget committees as a
result of the responsibility
and the increased time

Washington state’s twist on the balanced budget requirement has
working together.
been to add a rule under its two-year budget process that budgets
must balance over four years. This is designed to prevent postponing
actions or using budget gimmicks that pass deficits on to future years.
Washington legislators viewed this provision as also having promoted bipartisanship on the budget.
In most legislatures the money committees play key roles in bringing members together. Serving on
appropriations or budget committees usually requires a greater commitment of time. We were told in
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several states that the best and brightest legislators are appointed to these committees. “Being on the
money committee makes you grow up,” said a Virginia House member. Members in several states talked
of the collegiality that develops on budget committees as a result of the responsibility and the increased
time working together.
Colorado’s powerful six-member Joint Budget Committee (JBC), made up of two majority and one
minority member from each chamber, maintains a practice of not recommending a budget to the House
and Senate unless the vote is unanimous in committee. All members of the JBC commit to supporting the
budget with their caucuses, and the result is that budgets often pass both chambers with relatively few
no votes.
Legislators in other states also reported that minority party members who serve on budget committees
have more influence on the budget than the public sees. In Massachusetts and Virginia, both of which
have large majorities for one party in both chambers, money committee chairs meet with every member
of their committee individually early in the session to find out what their priorities are. The 2016 budget
passed the Massachusetts General Court unanimously in part because every member got something in
the budget. A reporter dubbed this practice “gazebos in town squares.”
In a special session caused by an inability to agree on a budget during the regular session in Washington
state a few years ago, the House minority leader took the initiative and brokered a deal. He developed
a proposal that he took to the Democratic speaker of the House and asked him if he would agree to it if
the Republican Senate majority leader would agree to it. The speaker said, “Yes, but the Senate leader
will never agree to it.” He went to the Senate leader with the same question and got a similar response
that he would agree to it but predicted that the speaker would not. The minority leader then fleshed out
his proposal in private with key players in both chambers, and they ultimately reached a settlement. An
anonymous person posted a Swiss flag on the minority leader’s door.
We received many reports of cross-party negotiation and compromise in areas other than the budget.
Several of these were in the domain of transportation. A major transportation infrastructure bill in Virginia in 2013 illustrates the transitory nature of much legislative deal-making. Playing an unusual role for an
anti-tax Republican (“Nixon goes to China,” as one legislative leader put it), Governor Robert McDonnell
said that the state was out of money for transportation and urgently needed to act to build more roads.
The House of Delegates was the principle battleground on the bill as there is a major split in its Republican caucus between suburban legislators who stood to benefit from road-building and rural legislators
who did not. This was further complicated when the caucus adopted a “Hastert rule” requiring that a
majority of the majority party support the bill before taking it to the floor. The speaker and key committee chairs soon hijacked the governor’s revenue-neutral proposal and eventually crafted a compromise
tax proposal that reduced the gas tax but increased the sales tax. The deal also allowed urban areas that
were in most need of the improvements, especially Northern Virginia, to tax themselves more. No one
was satisfied with the final outcome, but it was settled for a time, with most members recognizing that
they would likely have to return to the issue before long.
Iowa and Washington enacted fuel tax increases to support transportation infrastructure in very similar
fashion in 2015. Taking on an issue that an Iowa legislator said was “about as popular as the legislature
raising its own salaries,” the legislatures in both states embarked on multi-year public education efforts
about the need for highway improvements. And both crafted a strategy of involving all four caucuses in
the decision-making. Lots of compromises were made, and leaders in both states carefully calculated the
number of votes needed to pass the bills and gave their members freedom to vote no if they needed to.
The large Democratic majority in the Massachusetts legislature means that cross-party negotiation is not
often required. However, a history of Republican governors and a tradition of the two parties working
together means that there are many stories of effective negotiation and deal-making. One example is a
restructuring of the board of Boston’s mass transit authority, the MBTA, in the 2015 session. After a bad
winter in which the MBTA had often shut down due to weather, there was widespread public and media
demand for a change in the management of the transit authority board. Democrats were reluctant to
take this issue on, but under public pressure allowed Republicans to advance a restructuring proposal.
The bill was largely written in the Senate Republican minority leader’s office, and eventually passed with
bipartisan support.
A 2016 bill in the Massachusetts legislature illustrates the importance of conference committees in the
NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF STATE LEGISLATURES
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end game of policymaking. Every member of the legislature had had experience with opioid death, either
in their own family or their districts, so there was a broad commitment to do something about the issue.
The Senate came out with a bill first. Republican Governor Charlie Baker made a very different proposal
two months later. The House then crafted its own bill, incorporating parts of the two earlier proposals.
The differences were worked out in a six-member closed conference committee consisting of the two
ways and means (appropriations) committee chairs, the substantive committee chairs with jurisdiction of
the subject and two minority party members.
We collected many other stories of negotiations and settlements in states with divided government on
issues such as mental health, drug addiction, higher education and criminal justice reform. In general,
the more local the issue, the more likely there was to be effective deal-making. But legislators in several
states reported that it was more difficult to enact policy on issues that divide the parties nationally, such
as the Common Core education standards, health care or environmental policy.

States with Unified Government
The three states in our sample with unified government in 2015-16—Connecticut, Tennessee and Wisconsin—operate differently from the ones with divided government. For the most part, the majority does
not need minority party votes to pass bills. But each one has its own traditions and manages conflict in
different ways.

Underlying the legislative
process in Connecticut is a
culture described as a “New
England sense of civility.”
It is a very strong norm that
the minority has the right
to extended debate, and it
appears to work because the
minority does not abuse the
privilege by using it as
a filibuster.

The Connecticut legislature has had large Democratic majorities in
both chambers for more than 20 years and a Democratic governor
since 2010. The power of unified government is demonstrated by a
2015 legislative scorecard that counted passage of 31 of 45 major
issues, in addition to the passage in 2013 of gun control legislation (in
the wake of the Newtown massacre) and a major jobs package. From
time to time the Democratic majority draws on Republican minority
support to pass laws, as they did in a criminal justice reform package
advocated by the governor in 2015.
Underlying the legislative process in Connecticut is a culture described
as a “New England sense of civility.” It is manifested by a practice of
never “calling the previous question”—shutting off debate. Such a motion would be viewed as a “nuclear option” in Connecticut. It is a very
strong norm that the minority has the right to extended debate, and it
appears to work because the minority does not abuse the privilege by
using it as a filibuster.
Republicans held a supermajority in the Tennessee General Assembly
along with the governorship. The Tennessee leaders and governor in
2015-16 were moderate Republicans who were willing to compromise
to accomplish their goals. However, there was a significant Tea Party
faction in the Republican caucus that could block action. Democrats
for the most part had little negotiating power.

The result is that the legislature has enacted several of Governor Bill Haslam’s initiatives in recent years,
such as a reduction in the state’s income tax on interest and dividends and a proposal to provide free
community college for every high school graduate. However, opposition from business, medical providers
and conservative legislators blocked enactment of the governor’s proposal to provide federally subsidized
health care coverage to low-income Tennesseans. In one instance, an “odd couple” coalition of Tea Party
Republicans with Democrats formed to pass a temporary two-year continuation of the state’s Common
Core education standards and established a governor’s commission to draft new standards.
Similar to Connecticut’s New England civility, the Tennessee legislature has a strong culture of respect
among members and a deference to seniority that has allowed the minority party at least some level of
participation and influence in the process. However, the third unified state in our study, Wisconsin, has a
different history that is an important part of our study of policymaking under conditions of polarization and
deserves more detailed discussion.
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After living under divided government for 12 years, Democrats won a majority of both chambers of the
Wisconsin Legislature in 2008 and, with holdover Democratic Governor Jim Doyle, pushed through a
significant tax increase over Republican objections. In the 2010 election, Republicans accomplished a
reversal, sweeping the Assembly and the Senate and electing Scott Walker as governor. In a nationally
watched spectacle, the new Republican majority, at Governor Walker’s behest, enacted a landmark
budget adjustment bill known as Act 10. It significantly restricted collective bargaining by public employees and reduced their benefits, among other provisions. Democrats were initially able to block this action
by leaving the state and denying a quorum in the Senate but in the end were powerless to prevent the
majority’s actions.
In the aftermath, both parties initiated recall elections against key senators and the governor in 201112. A few Republicans lost their recall elections, but Governor Walker prevailed, and by the start of
the 2015 session, Republicans had actually increased their majority in the Assembly and maintained
control of the Senate.
In the five years after taking control of Wisconsin state government, the Republican majority has continued to make effective use of their unified majority position. By the count of one reporter, Republicans
enacted 25 major reforms between the 2010 election and the middle of the 2015 session, including a
redistricting bill that most said is likely to ensure Republican control of the Legislature throughout the decade. Both Democrats and Republicans reported that Democrats have no influence on state fiscal policy
or major legislation. The majority never negotiates with the minority.
But the fact that there is no cross-party negotiation does not mean that there are no compromises or
settlements. The Assembly Republicans are divided into three factions: a group of conservative members
who are constantly guarding against primary challenges in their districts from the right, a collection of
more moderate members who come from marginal districts that Democrats often win, and everyone
else in between. Both of the more extreme factions have the power to block action. The Senate is closely
enough divided that a few senators can stall bills. Since the Republican caucuses in both chambers use
a rule that no bill goes to the floor without the support of the majority of the majority party (“Hastert
rule”), negotiation and compromise are often necessary within the party.
In many ways, Wisconsin’s Act 10 was the equivalent of Congress’ enactment of the Affordable Care Act
under a unified Democratic government in 2009. It was a highly divisive issue that was passed by the majority with little or no minority input and has continued to define cleavages and affect relationships within
the Legislature ever since. The analogy between the Wisconsin Legislature and Congress breaks down in
that the federal system switched to divided party control in the next election after adopting a landmark
law and experienced significant gridlock as neither side was willing to negotiate with the other. In Wisconsin, on the other hand, Republicans held onto their margins in the wake of Act 10 and continued to benefit
from their majority to enact significant changes in state government.
Assessments of the lasting impact of the 2011 Act 10 in Wisconsin differed in 2015. Many participants in
the process used the term “Act 10 hangover” to describe continued acrimony and distrust between Rs
and Ds. A particularly embittered Democratic senator argued that the Wisconsin Legislature is no longer
functional, saying, “The essence of Congress has trickled down to Wisconsin.” Others, however, say that
the tactics of the Republican majority on Act 10 were not significantly different from the Democrats’ when
they had unified control. They argue that the levels of trust between the two parties are not any worse in
Wisconsin than in any other state with unified party control. Act 10 is a thing of the past in their view.

Stalemates
For all of the stories of successful deal-making, we also heard tales of significant stalemates or gridlock. It
is important to recognize that legislative stalemate is in effect a decision not to act, to maintain the status
quo. In talking about a decision by a legislature not to act, one must be careful not to be biased in favor
of government action because one person’s (or party’s) frustration about not passing a law is another
person’s wise decision not to enact a new, flawed or unnecessary law. “Doing nothing is itself a policy
decision,” said a Virginia staffer.
For our purposes we define stalemate or gridlock as a failure to act on a critical or necessary issue,
such as a budget, in a timely fashion, often requiring short-term stopgap measures or a government
shutdown.
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For example, in Virginia in 2014 the new Democratic governor, Terry McAuliffe, proposed as part of the
budget that the state expand its Medicaid program in line with the Affordable Care Act provisions in
which the federal government pays for the expansion. In the state Senate, it appeared that a few Republicans were willing to join the Democrats and go along with the idea. The House, however, was divided
on the issue. Out of concerns over an ancillary issue about the governor’s power to appoint state judges
when the legislature is not in session, the Republican leadership of the House decided to stay in session
as long as possible. Stalling on the budget and the Medicaid expansion proposal became the vehicle for
doing this, and the more time went on, the more hardened the Republican House position against Medicaid expansion became.
In the end, a budget that did not include Medicaid expansion was adopted in September, four months
after the constitutionally set adjournment date and three months into the new fiscal year. However late,
it was a settlement of sorts, one in which the House successfully faced down both the governor and the
Senate. Interestingly, the specter of the 2014 stalemate contributed to largely peaceful budget negotiations in 2015.
Minnesota experienced a three-week government shutdown and the furlough of 19,000 state employees
in 2011 in Democratic Governor Mark Dayton’s first year in office facing a Republican-controlled Legislature. Both sides took a hard line on the multiple bills that make up the state budget and refused to budge.
Under public pressure as road construction projects were shut down and state parks were closed (over
the July 4 holiday), the governor eventually backed down on most of his demands and acceded to the
Legislature on most items. The governor, however, may have won the war as the public generally blamed
Republicans for the shutdown, and they lost their majority in the next election.
There was a prospect of a similar shutdown in Minnesota in the 2015 legislative session as Governor Dayton, this time with a Republican House and Democratic Senate, vetoed three omnibus budget bills after
the Legislature adjourned. Following a state requirement, 10,000 employees received advance notice
that they would be furloughed effective July 1. But in June the governor and Republican Speaker Kurt
Daudt negotiated a deal, called a special session to enact it and averted the shutdown. As in Virginia, the
memory of the black eye suffered by state government in 2011 helped to resolve the budget in 2015.

Factors that Mitigate
the Effects of Polarization
We asked all of our interviewees what factors help them to overcome the effects of polarization and
continue to enact policy.

Constitutions and Rules
Many legislators cited the importance of single subject rules for bills and strict interpretations of germaneness. A Tennessee Senate leader said that attention to germaneness guards against diversions in the
process that might otherwise undermine settlements on key issues. In Colorado there is bipartisan pride
in the legislature’s single subject rule, and the members police each other on it. In Iowa, one leader commented, “The speaker is very consistent about whether an amendment is germane. His interpretation is
narrow and well-known.” The Iowa speaker himself said, “I give a reason about why I rule an amendment
germane or not germane every time,” as a matter of courtesy and to help members feel that they get a
fair shake.
Forty state constitutions have a provision1 that requires a bill to address or contain a single subject.
Three-quarters of them have rules about the germaneness of amendments and motions, although not all
are interpreted as strictly as the examples from our case studies.
Twenty-two of the 99 state legislative chambers have a requirement2 that all bills be heard in committee.
Legislators in Colorado, Maine and Tennessee particularly mentioned this provision as a matter of fairness
to minority party members and a way to make sure that legislators can tell their constituents that their
concerns have been heard.
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All but two (Massachusetts and Wisconsin) of our 10 states have constitutionally required annual session
adjournment dates. When comparing themselves to Congress, state legislators often cited this requirement as an advantage that forces timely action.
Closely related to limits to the length of legislative sessions is the notion of the part-time, citizen legislature in which legislators go to the capital for a (short) time to do the public’s business and then return to
live and work in their communities. Lawmakers take great pride in their citizen legislatures and think that
it makes a difference in their ability to get things done in a timely fashion. In states like Maine, Virginia
and Tennessee, they cite the “supermarket effect”—citizen legislators constantly running into constituents on visits to the store—and the need to make a living outside the legislature as promoting relationships and connections that transcend politics.
In Massachusetts—the most full-time legislature among our case-study states—legislators say just the opposite. They believe the fact that they are in session most of the year and in the Statehouse together gives
time to work on bills and resolve their differences. “We’re here to get things done,” said one legislator.
Because our sample of states contains only two of the full-time legislatures, we can’t resolve this difference of opinions about full-time vs. part-time legislatures.
Three-quarters of the state legislative chambers also employ deadlines3 for processing bills. These provisions typically include deadlines for bill introduction, committee action, action by the house of origin,
action by the second house and conference committee actions. Minnesota legislators particularly mentioned their deadline system as an institutional mechanism that keeps the process flowing. In Tennessee,
the Senate has a deadline system but the House does not. A Tennessee Senate leader commented that
their system puts pressure on the House to work toward compromise.
In our discussion of budget settlements, we discussed legislators’ beliefs in the importance of state balanced budget requirements. Tennessee legislators not only talked about the balanced budget requirement’s importance for bringing opposing sides together on the budget, but also that it sets a precedent
and provides an example on other issues.
Similarly, we mentioned the importance of rules that allow earmarks (sometimes known as “member
items”) as a lubricant in reaching agreement on state budgets. We previously discussed Massachusetts’
“gazebos in town squares.” Virginia used to place earmarks for members’ favored projects in the nonstate-agency portion of the budget, but in 2009 the state attorney general ruled that this practice was
a violation of the state constitution. Artful and well-placed legislators are still able to place their pet
projects directly into state agency budgets, but legislators and staff complain that it’s more difficult to do
than in the past.
Regardless of the rules specific to particular states, legislators talked about the importance of fair and
consistent application of rules in building trust. In congressional lingo, this is the equivalent of the “regular
order”—an assurance, especially as a matter of fairness toward the minority, that rules and procedures
will be followed consistently. And, as with Congress, in the few instances that we observed it, the practice
of legislative leaders taking advantage of the power of the majority to change or ignore rules engenders
distrust between majority and minority parties and exacerbates the effects of polarization.

Governors and Legislative Leaders
Many legislators told us that the role of leaders—whether in the executive or legislative branches—was
crucial to the policymaking process. Speaking of leadership, long-time former Minnesota Senate majority
leader Roger Moe said, “The legislative session is like a giant jigsaw puzzle. What’s the first thing you do
with a jigsaw puzzle? You look at the picture on the front of the box to see how it is supposed to fit together. Good leaders help people see how the pieces fit together.”
The relationships between governors and the legislature, particularly the legislative leaders, often set the
tone for policymaking in the states. In most states, governors are the single most powerful actors in the
legislature because they set the agenda, submit a budget as a starting point for deliberation, and use the
media attention they receive and their bully pulpit to influence public opinion.
The formal powers of governors in our 10 states vary widely from relatively weak Virginia governors, who
are unique in being limited to only one four-year term, to powerful Tennessee governors, whose budgets
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receive only limited changes by the General Assembly. Wisconsin’s powerful governorship is known for its
“Frankenstein veto”—the power to delete individual words from bills and thereby completely change their
meaning. Governor Jim Doyle famously used his veto power to reduce a 272-word section of a bill to 20
words and in the process transferred several hundred million dollars from transportation to public schools.
Beyond the formal powers of chief executives, the relationships between governors and legislatures seem
to be highly idiosyncratic to the personal characteristics and skills of individual governors. For example,
veteran legislative leaders in Virginia describe their relationships with governors in highly personal terms,
saying that the personality of the governor makes the biggest difference. Leaders of both parties generally
described having had very positive relationships with Democratic governors Gerald Baliles, Mark Warner
and Tim Kaine and Republican Robert McDonnell. They reported that they had relatively poor communication with Democratic governors Doug Wilder and Terry McAuliffe and Republican Jim Gilmore. A longtime Republican leader said that he had met only twice with Governor McAuliffe in the first two months
of 2015, compared to two or three times a week with Democratic predecessors Warner and Kaine and
almost daily with Republican McDonnell. Governor McAuliffe meets weekly with Democratic leaders in the
legislature but not with the majority party Republicans.
Legislators in Washington state described former Governor Christine Gregoire as someone who was
skillful in facilitating agreement between Democrats and Republicans, but many viewed Governor Jay
Inslee as a single-issue chief executive who doesn’t take the time to work with the Legislature. A former
Iowa Republican leader said, “I used to have regular weekly meetings with Democratic Governor Tom
Vilsack. Governor Vilsack brought people together.” In contrast, Republican Governor Terry Branstad
meets only with the legislators from his own party. “He hasn’t worked to foster bipartisan relationships,”
concluded this former leader.
In Tennessee, legislators regarded billionaire Republican Governor Bill Haslam as an outsider who is not
heavily engaged in the legislative process. However, he held weekly breakfast meetings during sessions
with the top leaders of both parties, and he and the two Republican presiding officers met for lunch at a
restaurant near the capitol every Thursday as a public symbol of executive-legislative cooperation.
In his book, “The Best Job in Politics: Exploring how Governors Succeed as Policy Leaders,” political scientist
Alan Rosenthal pointed to the importance of governors’ desires to leave a legacy. He said this desire to get
things done and to take credit for legislative accomplishments leads them to moderate their positions and
negotiate deals with legislatures. But he also noted that the new generation of governors faces a different
set of circumstances than their predecessors, and this is largely due to increased partisanship and polarization. Under these circumstances, Rosenthal argued, the nature of policymaking is much different under
unified government than under divided government. When the governor’s party controls both legislative
chambers, they are less inclined to negotiate with the minority party.
Legislative leaders play major roles in determining the success or failure of legislative policymaking. Tennessee has a history of strong top leaders (with the title “speaker” in both House and Senate). They are the
glue that holds the legislature together. They appoint all committee chairs and members and set the agenda
for the legislative session. The character of the leaders is important to the cooperative tone that pervades
the institution. Both speakers in 2015-16 delegated authority to their committee chairs and only become involved in negotiations on the most intractable issues. Both were political conservatives but also pragmatists
who are inclined to seek settlements whenever possible rather than adhere to strict ideological positions.
Massachusetts’ two top leaders were completely opposite in style and approach. Speaker Robert DeLeo
ran a tight ship, relying on his chief of staff, the majority leader and the ways and means committee chair
for advice and guidance. The speaker viewed himself as an inclusive leader that bends over backward to
accommodate diverse opinions. But House committee chairs were very respectful of the speaker and did
not run bills that he did not support. The House functioned efficiently under his leadership and got things
done. His critics said that power was concentrated in too few hands, he dictated priorities to the members,
and there was little or no meaningful debate.
Massachusetts Senate President Stanley Rosenberg, on the other hand, believed in a shared leadership
style that encompasses both majority and minority senators (the minority holds only five of 40 seats).
His goal was to make the Senate more participatory and to empower committees and committee chairs.
“We’re trying to undo the centralized power of the president’s office; it’s hard and it has to be gradual,” said President Rosenberg. “It’s a cultural shift that requires senators to realize that with additional
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authority comes responsibility.” As an illustration of his style, Senator Rosenberg took a charter schools
bill to the floor of the Senate with only 12 of the 21 votes he needed to pass it—something that Speaker
DeLeo would never do. In the course of the debate, Senator Rosenberg met with every senator individually to find out what each wanted in the bill. “We kept adding amendments until we got a majority,” said
the president.
Senator Rosenberg’s critics said he would get more done if he provided more direction to the members. The criticisms of the two leaders were mirror images of each other. “Our leaders need to find a
happy medium between leadership control and members’ freedom of action,” said a veteran House
committee chair.
A Washington staffer described the speaker in her legislature as “a conductor of an orchestra,” whereas
the Senate majority leader resembled “a piano player in a bar, hoping the customers sing along.” This
distinction between different styles demanded by larger houses of representatives compared to smaller,
more collegial senates was common in our 10 states.
Washington state leaders used a variety of approaches to ensure civility, consensus building and teamwork between the parties. During a period when the House was tied in the early 2000s, the House
adopted a formal “no surprise” rule. It required transparency with the
members regarding rules of procedure and that leaders be open about
A Washington staffer
their plans. Members regarded the rule as so successful that they have
continued it ever since, even without having the incentive of a tied
described the speaker in her
house. It provides assurance to the minority party that they will be
treated fairly.
legislature as “a conductor
Long-time Washington House Speaker Frank Chopp was well-regarded
for his behind- the-scenes work, collaborative style and willingness to
let others take the credit. The Washington Senate has a practice of ensuring that each minority party member got at least one bill passed as
a way of promoting bipartisanship. The House majority leadership also
made sure that the chamber passed a substantial number of minority
party-sponsored bills.
We previously reported on Connecticut’s practice of never calling the
previous question. Similarly, an Iowa Senate leader commented, “We
respect the minority party’s ability to voice their concerns, especially
about the budget. We don’t use the tool of calling the question. Or,
when we do, we consult with the minority leader. We don’t use parliamentary surprises.”
In commenting on the qualities of effective leaders, an Iowa leader
said, “You have to understand the process, the rules and have the
experience not to react to every little thing.” Experience for legislative
leaders is in short supply in Colorado and Maine, both of which have
eight-year limits on service in each of the two legislative chambers.
Leaders in those legislatures never have more than six years of experience and seldom serve as leader for more than one two-year term.

of an orchestra,” whereas
the Senate majority leader
resembled “a piano player in
a bar, hoping the customers
sing along.” This distinction
between different styles
demanded by larger houses
of representatives compared
to smaller, more collegial
senates was common in
our 10 states.

Committee Systems
Paraphrasing Woodrow Wilson, a Virginia legislator said, “The General Assembly in committee is the
General Assembly at work.” In a well-functioning committee system, committees give a fair hearing to all
sides on proposed legislation, deliberate on the merits of each proposal with active participation by minority party members and screen legislation in their area of policy for the rest of the house. Committees
are particularly effective when leaders give them the freedom to negotiate and act.
Several Minnesota legislators said that committees do most of the substantive work of the Legislature.
Committee chairs are empowered to make key decisions, and they have important responsibility to set
the tone of cooperation or partisanship on their committees. An Iowa committee chair said, “We have
a lot of freedom and autonomy with our committees. I don’t have to ask for permission. Our role is to
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funnel the bills and make the leaders responsible for negotiating fewer bills… [and serve] as a conduit of
information to the leadership.”
Many legislative leaders hold weekly meetings with committee chairs to strengthen communication
and coordinate committee activities. A Virginia committee chair said of Sunday night meetings between
committee chairs and leaders, “The communication from caucus leaders is important. They don’t often
ask us for much, but when they do, you need to follow the caucus lead.” An Iowa leader reported that
committee chairs have a lot of autonomy but that at the leaders’ weekly meetings with committee chairs,
“We encourage the chairs to bring controversial bills to the caucus first, before the committee. We don’t
want them to feel like leadership pulls all the strings.”
Some committee chairs reported that they made concerted efforts to overcome political polarization.
A Washington chair said that he held weekly meetings with the ranking minority member and made
sure that every member of the committee, Republican or Democrat, got a bill favorably reported out of
committee. Other chairs in states with split legislative control talked about the importance of building
personal relationships with counterpart chairs of the opposite party in the other house.
The perception of a well-functioning committee system and the theme of empowered committee chairs
was echoed in most of our case-study states. However, legislators in the Massachusetts House and Wisconsin Assembly said that the leaders maintain relatively tight control over committee actions. Wisconsin
Democrats feel as if the majority runs roughshod over them in committee. And in Virginia, for all the
confidence legislators expressed in their committee system, one member said, “When a bill has notoriety,
the committees don’t matter as much,” meaning that high-stakes bills bear the imprint of the leaders, the
majority caucuses and the governor more than the committees.
Legislatures that operate primarily with joint committees are a special case. As it happens, the only three
such legislatures in the country are in our sample of 10 states: Connecticut, Maine and Massachusetts.
In all three states, the joint committees had co-chairs from the two chambers, had more House members than senators by margins of three or four to one, held joint hearings, and reported on bills to both
chambers with a combined majority vote. Many interviewees in Maine thought their state’s joint committees facilitated negotiation and bipartisan compromises and reduced the need for separate negotiation
between the chambers. Maine’s joint committee system has worked under both unified and split party
control within the Legislature. One conservative member, though, complained that the joint committee
system reduces internal legislative checks and balances and makes it too easy to pass legislation.
Connecticut legislators were similarly satisfied with its joint committee system, in part because both
chambers have been under the control of the same party for so long. Some legislators expressed skepticism as to whether the joint committee system would survive a future change in party control in one
chamber. Even though they had a Democratic majority in both chambers, Massachusetts Senate leaders
were frustrated with the joint committee system because they felt as if it was under the control of the
House, whose members could always outvote them on committees. The Senate president attempted to
change the General Court’s joint rules and split committees between the chambers at the outset of the
2015 session. The House did not go along with this proposal. As a result, joint rules were never adopted
for the 2015-16 biennium, and the legislature continued to operate with the old rules that remain in
effect until new ones are adopted.
Although most of the rest of their committees operate by chamber, both Colorado and Wisconsin have
very powerful joint budget committees. The Colorado House and Senate both elect three members to
the Joint Budget Committee. The chairmanship rotates annually between the two chambers. We have
already mentioned that the JBC operates under a rule that they do not recommend a budget bill unless
there is unanimous support among its six members. This means that minority party members on the
committee have considerable influence over the budget, and the committee must develop a “long bill”
that will pass both chambers and obtain the governor’s approval. The JBC never adjourns, as it has power
over funding decisions in case of emergencies between legislative sessions, and service on the committee
is a full-time commitment. JBC members of both parties view themselves as a team and function as a
built-in consensus building committee for the legislature.
Wisconsin’s Joint Finance Committee (JFC) is equally as powerful as Colorado’s JBC, although in recent
years it has experienced more partisan conflict. Legislative leaders in each chamber handpick eight members to serve on JFC from among members they expect to be leaders in the future. (All but one top leader
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in recent memory has previously served on JFC.) The committee meets for eight to 10 hours a day for two
months to develop the state budget, so the members get to know each other well. Historically the committee has operated in collegial fashion. Since the Republican takeover of the Legislature after the 2010
election, the Assembly Republican members of JFC have caucused together before each meeting, usually
for many hours, to talk about the issues on the agenda and develop a position. They then vote together
in the formal meeting, even if some of the members disagree with the position taken. This gives majority
party Assembly members more power in the JFC and leaves the minority party out altogether. Democrats
and Republicans alike say that the minority party has no impact on state budget outcomes.
Legislators often cited the importance for the policy making process of the ability of minority party members to have influence on committee decisions. This helps to build support for legislation and gives the
minority party a sense of buy-in. In the American Legislator Survey, we asked a question about how much
influence minority party members have on the respondent’s most valued committee’s decision making
(Table 2). Note that two of the three states with joint committee systems are at the top of the list but
that the third, Massachusetts, is below average. There are too few responses from the joint committee
states to reach definitive conclusions about the effect of this variable on the influence of minority party
members on committee decisions.

Table 2. Legislator Responses
“How much influence do minority
party members have on [your most
valued] committee’s decision?”
(Scale of 1=None to 7=Considerable)
States

N

Average

Maine

65

5.2

Connecticut

36

4.3

Washington

35

4.1

50 States

1,620

3.6

Colorado

25

3.5

Massachusetts

32

3.4

Minnesota

52

3.3

Virginia

24

3.1

Iowa

42

3.0

Tennessee

34

3.0

Wisconsin

38

2.7

In a multiple regression analysis (Appendix III) of the effects of various institutional or individual characteristics of all 50 states on the perceived influence of minority party members in committee, the following
independent variables were statistically significant.
• Party | 99.9 percent confidence level: Democrats perceive minority party members as more influential
than do Republicans.
• Professionalism | 99.9 percent confidence level: Lawmakers from states with part-time legislators and
relatively low resources for the legislature perceive minority party members as more influential than do
those in more full-time, high-resource legislatures.
• Money Committees | 99 percent confidence level: Legislators whose primary committee assignment is not an appropriations, budget or tax committee perceive minority party members as more
influential than do those who serve on money committees. This is contrary to the interview findings
in the discussion of the collegiality of budget committees in Colorado and Wisconsin above, but
consistent with a notion that money committees may enforce more party discipline than do substantive policy committees.
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• Majority Status | 99 percent confidence level: Legislators who are in the minority party perceive themselves as more influential in committee than do majority party members.
• Term Limits | 99 percent confidence level: Legislators in states with term limits view minority party
members as more influential than do those in non-term-limited states. This suggests that legislatures
with less experienced members may not place as much emphasis on party discipline in committees.
• Divided Government | 95 percent confidence level: Legislators in states with divided government view
minority party members as more influential than do those in states with unified government.
The views of women legislators regarding the influence of minority party members in committee did not
differ significantly from those of men.
Legislators in Massachusetts, Minnesota and Virginia talked about the importance of conference committees, especially if they are closed to the public, for final negotiations on bills. “Everything ends up going to
conference,” said a Massachusetts senator. The conference committees do not meet in public, and their
reports cannot be amended on the floor. Another veteran Bay State member said, “When you’re part of a
conference committee, you can get things done.”
Conference committees were also particularly important in Minnesota, in part because they use a concurrent bill introduction system in which a bill is introduced in one chamber and a companion bill in the
other. Committees and the chamber as a whole work on their own bills without waiting for the house of
origin to act, and differences are negotiated in conference committees. Leaders in each chamber appoint
the conference committee members and are under no obligation to appoint members who did not vote
for the bill. As a result, Minnesota conference committees sometimes consist only of majority party
members when the Legislature has unified control.
In Virginia, conference committees, usually consisting of the bill patron and two members each of the majority and minority parties, do not often meet in public. In fact, they may not meet at all. Differences are often worked out between key members in private, and the other members then sign on to the agreement.
In Wisconsin, conference committees have not been used to resolve differences between the two parties
since the passage of Act 10, in large part because the state constitution requires open conference committees. Instead, agreements are worked out (or not) in leaders’ offices. “Conference committees are not
useful because they are public,” said a sympathetic lobbyist. “It’s better to resolve things in private in the
leaders’ offices.”

Personal Relationships, Culture and Traditions
Besides the formal rules and structures, legislators emphasized less formal and perhaps less tangible
factors that encourage compromise and problem solving. These include interpersonal relationships, especially across parties, and cultures, attitudes and norms of behavior.
Colorado legislators in particular made a point about the importance of talking to members of the other
party and building personal relationships. One majority party senator went to every member on the
other side of the aisle and asked each to tell him about their interests, their hobbies and their families.
Another member said, “You never know who could be your partner on a bill. There are new relationships
and issues every year, so you can’t discount anyone.” A majority party leader and his minority counterpart
made a pact early in their careers to cosponsor at least one bill each year. They continued this tradition
when majority party control flipped. Their practice is facilitated in Colorado by a change in rules allowing
“joint co-prime sponsors” of bills rather than requiring only single prime sponsors. Some credit this rule
with encouraging more bipartisanship.
An Iowa legislator said, “I find the time to talk to colleagues from the other party at the large social
receptions. I play racquetball and basketball with colleagues. It gives us the opportunity to talk about our
families and interests.” While legislators in a number of states noted a decline in legislative socializing
either due to ethics laws or general societal change, a Washington leader noted that members of the two
parties still have dinner together and make connections with each other.
Another Iowa member emphasized the need to recognize that there are two sides to every issue and the
importance of trying to understand the other side’s perspective. A Washington legislator talked about the
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importance of getting to know the range of issues that members hold on any issue, emphasizing that it’s
not always far left vs. far right. “Once you understand how far you can maneuver to reach accommodation, the party labels fall off,” he said.
Several states have unusual seating arrangements on the floor of the chamber that members regard
as promoting personal relationships and bipartisanship. In the Massachusetts and Connecticut senates, seating is in the round, so all members can see each other. A Connecticut senator described his
chamber’s practice of seating members by district number, not by party, with the comment, “It may not
change the way we vote, but it probably helps to increase civility and may help deflect partisanship a bit.”
Tennessee legislators, who also have a form of “blended” seating on the floor, believe that this promotes
relationships and collaboration between the parties. Seating in the Iowa General Assembly is chosen by
seniority and causes members of the two parties to be interspersed. A knowledgeable Iowa observer
said, “When members are sitting knee to knee on the floor with nowhere to hide, it makes a difference.
You have to sit eye to eye and talk to each other, even after disagreements. It humanizes the process.”
Sharing common spaces and traveling together were also mentioned as ways of building relationships
across parties. Most members of the Iowa legislature do not have their own offices, so they have to work
at their desks on the floor alongside members of the other party when not in session. Many states take
committees on tours to state facilities outside the capital city, and this, too, promotes personal relationships. In Colorado, interest groups sponsor trips around the state. One participant in a bipartisan group
of 10 freshman members on such a trip reported that they got to know each other and their districts and
leaned on the relationships they developed in the next legislative session.
Colorado has a growing number of informal, issue-oriented caucuses such as sportsmen, animal protection, or families and children. All are bipartisan and help to build relationships. The two top party leaders
in the Massachusetts Senate take pride in having frequent “joint caucuses,” which are in effect study
sessions for the members of both parties on major legislation.

There was one attitude
that pervaded every state
capitol we visited. It was
usually expressed as,
“We are not D.C.” The specter
of congressional gridlock is
such that it spurs states to

We have previously mentioned a number of norms of behavior such
as Tennessee’s culture of respect for senior members, Connecticut
and Iowa’s reluctance to shut off debate, and Washington’s practice of
making sure that minority party bills pass.
We heard about other individual state attitudes or traditions like
Connecticut’s sense of civility. For many decades, Virginians have taken
pride in “the Virginia way,” which means rising above partisanship
to do what is right for the state. Many worry that the Virginia way
is slipping away as the willingness to reach across the aisle to solve
problems is disappearing (one somewhat cynical staffer described it as
“gone”). But it is still an important enough tradition in Richmond that
members talk about it and believe that it influences their behavior.

When he became speaker of the Wisconsin Assembly in 2013 in the
aftermath of the partisan blowup of Act 10 two years earlier, Robin
attempt to act differently
Vos negotiated a memorandum of agreement with the minority regarding allocation of time on the floor. According to the terms of the
from Congress.
agreement, the top leaders from both parties meet privately before
every legislative session day to agree on time limits for debate. Members and leaders both say the agreement has worked well: The Assembly works on a tighter schedule,
sessions end earlier, and members get to go home at a reasonable hour. This step reduced tensions with
the minority and smoothed legislative operations—without changing the fact that the Republicans had
an unassailable majority and didn’t need Democratic votes to get things done.
There was one attitude that pervaded every state capitol we visited. It was usually expressed as, “We
are not D.C.” The specter of congressional gridlock is such that it spurs states to attempt to act differently
from Congress. “We’re here to get things done,” said a Maine leader in specific comparison to Congress.
An Iowa senator took pride in his chamber by saying, “The Senate has a desire to do things differently
from D.C. In 2013 and 2014 there was lots of cooperation. In 2013 we passed a property tax reform,
health reform—there were many grand bargains made. One success led to the next success. We all felt
good about not being like D.C.”
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Special Roles: Women, Nonpartisan Staff
and Narrow Majorities
The proportion of women legislators in our 10 states ranged from highs of 41 percent in Colorado and 33
percent in Minnesota and Washington, to lows of 17 percent in Virginia and 18 percent in Tennessee. The
other five states clustered within a few points of the national average of 24 percent.
When we asked about the roles of women legislators we got two different points of view—from legislators of both genders and parties. One is that gender makes a difference. Advocates of this perspective say
that women listen better, are more deliberative and collaborative, and are better at developing relationships. “We don’t get as caught up in posturing as the men,” said a Massachusetts Democratic woman
committee chair. A Wisconsin Republican committee chair says that she thinks women are more committed to process and more rational and have longer-term perspectives than men.
The opposing view is that gender doesn’t make a difference. “They’re no different from men,” said a
Massachusetts leader. “Some are aggressive and tough and some are collaborative and cooperative,” he
continued. “I don’t think it’s possible to generalize about women legislators,” said a Wisconsin female
leader. A liberal Massachusetts committee chair commented, “There appears to be a sisterhood among
women legislators, but I don’t view gender as a significant issue in legislative performance.” We will
return to differences between male and female legislators in the analysis of responses to the American
Legislator Survey below.
Legislators in several states mentioned that nonpartisan staff are important in constraining partisanship
and mitigating the effects of polarization. A Tennessee partisan staffer said that nonpartisan staff keep
the institution on track and contribute to a sense of trust around data, analysis and key decision points.
Connecticut and Minnesota legislators also commented on the high regard in which nonpartisan staff are
held. In the term-limited Colorado legislature, legislators say the nonpartisan staff provide continuity and
help them understand the big picture and the history of issues.
In a recent book, “Insecure Majorities: Congress and the Perpetual Campaign,” political scientist Frances
Lee argues that at the national level, the closeness of the two parties and shifting control of the White
House and Congress are what drive partisan conflict, impede cooperation and lead to stalemate. The
state legislators in our 10 state sample had just the opposite point of view: They say close majorities
mean more cooperation and collaboration.
A Democratic leader in Colorado said that the state’s “purple” proclivities and the narrow margins in the House and Senate mean that
members of her party have to be more moderate and centrist. In
Washington, where control of the Senate has switched often over 30
years, a leader said, “It’s easier to reach agreement when the majorities are slim, because you can’t always control everyone in your own
caucus and you might need the other party’s support.” Elaborating on
this point, a Washington state staffer said that the competitiveness
of suburban districts means that the Democratic speaker in a House
with a 51-47 margin sometimes has to let his members vote against his
caucus and therefore needs votes from the other party.

“It’s easier to reach
agreement when the
majorities are slim, because
you can’t always control
everyone in your own caucus
and you might need the other

An Iowa staff member observed that the slimmer the majority, the
party’s support.”
more you have to play nice. A Washington staffer thought that shifting
majorities have a moderating effect because “You’re going to be in the
minority at some point, so how do you want to be treated when that
happens?” In a Virginia Senate with a narrow Republican majority, a Democrat said that the minority has
significant input on bills “because we only have to pick off two or three Republicans.”

Underlying all of these various factors that mitigate the effects of political polarization is the idea of trust.
It was either explicit or implicit in the discussion of rules and their fair and consistent application; the relationships between leaders and governors; the internal work of committees; the coordination between
committees and leaders; traditions like the “no surprise” rule or not arbitrarily shutting off debate; and
the role of nonpartisan staff.
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One more story that illustrates the importance of trust: An urban black legislator in Washington said that
he asked to be put on the agriculture committee to learn about rural issues and work with members of
the other party. This did not cost him anything in his district because the issues were not priorities for his
constituents. But by working with colleagues in the other party on their bills, he felt as if he earned trust
and the right to ask them for support on his bills.

Attitudes Toward Compromise and Coalition Building
In our interviews, legislators often told us that a willingness to compromise was key to getting things
done, to making public policy. In the American Legislator Survey, we asked, “Do you think compromise is
an essential part of the legislative process or is it selling out?” (Scale of 1=Essential to 7=Selling Out) On
average legislators scored 2.4 on this scale, much closer to “essential” than to “selling out.” And legislators
were much more favorable to compromise than the American people (Table 3). Because the questions
were not exactly the same, extreme caution is necessary in interpreting the results from these three surveys, but the differences between the attitudes of the general public and those of legislators are so great
as still to be noteworthy. Legislative life apparently teaches the value of compromise.

Table 3. Legislators’ Attitudes Toward
Compromise Compared to the Public
Gallup#

Prolific Academic+

State Legislators‡

Favorable to
Compromise

50%

62%

79%

Neutral

26%

Unfavorable to
Compromise

23%

11%
38%

10%

# Gallup Poll 2014: “Where would you rate yourself on a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 means it is more
important for political leaders to compromise in order to get things done and 5 means it is more
important to stick to their beliefs even if little gets done.”
+ Prolific Academic Survey (2015) of American citizens by John R. Hibbing and Elizabeth Theiss-Moore: “Do you agree or disagree with, ‘What people call compromise is really just selling out
on one’s principles.’”
‡ NCSL American Legislator Survey 2014:  “Do you think compromise is an essential part of the
legislative process or is it selling out?” (Scale of 1=Essential to 7=Selling out)

The responses to this question In the American Legislator Survey from the 10 states in this study (Table 4)
are for the most part as we would expect, with Massachusetts, Minnesota and Virginia the most favorable to compromise and two of the unified government states, Tennessee and Connecticut, the least. The
only surprise is Wisconsin in the middle of the pack, perhaps reflecting the reality that compromise is still
necessary within a divided majority party, even when it has an overwhelming margin of control.
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Table 4. Legislator Responses
“Do you think compromise is an
essential part of the legislative
process or is it selling out?”
(Scale of 1=Essential to 7=Selling out)
States

N

Average

Massachusetts

38

1.9

Minnesota

56

2.1

Virginia

33

2.1

Maine

68

2.2

Wisconsin

42

2.3

50 States

1,812

2.3

Colorado

29

2.3

Iowa

43

2.4

Washington

39

2.5

Connecticut

40

2.6

Tennessee

35

2.6

A multiple regression analysis of the compromise question shows that the following factors are statistically significant in explaining legislators’ attitudes toward compromise:
• Party | 99.9 percent confidence level: The average score for Democrats was 1.9 and for Republicans
2.9. While the Republicans’ average score is significantly less favorable toward compromise, it is still
much closer to “Essential” than it is to “Selling Out” on the 7-point scale.
• Polarization | 99 percent confidence level: Legislators in less polarized states on the Shor-McCarty
scale view compromise more favorably than do those in more polarized states.
• Professionalism| 95 percent confidence level: Lawmakers from states with more full-time, high-resource legislatures view compromise as more essential than do those in part-time legislatures with
relatively low resources.
Factors such as Divided Government, Majority Party Status, Term Limits and service on a Money Committee were not statistically significant. In an initial bivariate analysis of the effect of Gender on compromise,
women legislators appeared to be much more favorable to compromise than men, but after controlling
for political party (60 percent of women legislators are Democrats), the relationship washed out. This
result supports the views of some of our interviewees that women legislators do not behave significantly
differently from men.
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Another survey question asked how much time legislators spend on each of seven activities (Table 5). In
addition to spotlighting legislators’ focus on constituents and committee work, this table shows that legislators allocate more time to building coalitions within party than across party. This is particularly true for
majority party members. Not surprisingly, though, minority party members devote more time to building
coalitions across parties than within their own. This relationship holds after controlling for party.

Table 5. 50-State Legislator
Responses
“How much time do you spend on
each of the following activities?”
(Scale of 1=Hardly any to 5=A great
deal)
Legislators’ Activities

Score

Keeping in touch with
constituents

4.1

Committee work

4.1

Helping constituents
with problems

4.0

Building coalitions
within party

3.5

Making sure district gets
money/projects

3.2

Building coalitions across
parties

3.1

Campaigning/fundraising

2.6

We also asked legislators how much attention they think their party leader should give to a series of activities, using the same five-point scale (Table 6). Focusing on the Keeping the Caucus United and Building
Coalitions Across Parties responses, the same dynamic between majority and minority parties as in the
previous question holds true: Minority party members want their leaders to focus attention on working
across party (3.9) significantly more than majority party members do (3.4).

Table 6. 50-State Legislator
Responses
“Please indicate how much attention
you think your legislative party leader
should give to:” (Scale of 1=Hardly any
to 5=A great deal)
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Leaders’ Priorities

Score

Floor management

4.1

Supporting and defending the
institution

4.0

Assisting members with legislative problems

3.9

Keeping the caucus united on
floor votes

3.8

Building legislative coalitions
across parties

3.6

Fundraising

3.4
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Factors that Exacerbate
the Effects of Polarization
Just as leaders can play a crucial role in organizing and managing conflict and disagreement in the legislative process, they can also gum up the works by taking confrontational, ideological positions. A few
governors have been particularly visible in taking “my way or the highway” roles. In the latter part of the
last century, Minnesota’s maverick independent Governor Jesse Ventura was famous for his disrespect
for the Legislature and his unwillingness to deal with it. More recently in the first year of Minnesota
Democratic Governor Mark Dayton’s term in 2011, there was a government shutdown when he and the
Republican-led Legislature took absolutist positions and were unable to reach accommodation on the
state budget.
Maine Tea Party conservative Governor Paul LePage prided himself on his aggressive posture toward the
Maine Legislature and his use of every tool available to combat it. A member of his administration said,
“Governor LePage has a point of view regarding the Legislature that is not partisan. He views himself as a
change agent. The Legislature is the establishment.” The governor
disagreed with Democrats in the House and Republicans who controlled the Senate. In his first term he issued an unprecedented
In the world of the instant
number of vetoes. But because the Legislature had already assembled
a two-thirds majority to pass the budget (as previously described), the
news cycle, every question
Legislature had the votes to override the budget vetoes and others as
well. A split Legislature made its own deals and functioned without the
asked in a committee hearing,
governor.
In his first year in office, Wisconsin Governor Scott Walker took a
very aggressive, no compromise position in favor of major cuts in
government spending, restricting government employees’ collective
bargaining rights and reducing their benefits. In his case, this absolutist
position enabled major changes in state government because he had a
unified Republican majority that supported him in the Legislature. He
alienated Democrats, but there wasn’t much they could do about it.
In every state we heard complaints about the negative effects of the
modern world of electronic communication on legislative policymaking. A Virginia leader summed it up as “the media intrudes into every
orifice of the public body.” In this case, the media refers to the 24-hour
news cycle fueled by non-traditional bloggers and reporters, social
media and talk radio.

vote cast on an amendment
or offhand comment
overheard in the hallway

may be blogged or tweeted. A
Tennessee legislator said that
this instant exposure quashes
the members’ willingness
to be candid, take risks or

In the world of the instant news cycle, every question asked in a
committee hearing, vote cast on an amendment or offhand comment
explore new ideas.
overheard in the hallway may be blogged or tweeted. A Tennessee
legislator said that this instant exposure quashes the members’ willingness to be candid, take risks or explore new ideas. A Virginia senator
argued that the instant news cycle makes legislators think that they have to react to issues and problems
quickly, which hardens political positions.
“The Internet leads to the spread of misinformation,” said a Virginia legislator. Another Virginian said,
“Wackos are all the time contacting legislators electronically with all kinds of crazy shit and making themselves famous by complaining online when the legislature doesn’t do what they want.”
A Wisconsin leader complained that the constant attention to news and social media by the members
reduces the quality of deliberation: “Everyone is on their cell phones or computers. They make their own
speeches or arguments, then go back to checking their smart phones. They don’t even listen to their own
side’s arguments, much less the others’.” A Wisconsin Assembly member added that the problem is that
legislators tend to believe that their friends on Facebook and Twitter are representative of the public and
thereby lose perspective on the extent of disagreement among the public.
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Highly partisan and opinionated talk radio is so influential in the southeastern corner of Wisconsin, home
of many of the most conservative members, that some refer to the area as “radio-land.” In the 2016
legislative session, a bill to add one-half cent to the state sales tax to fund badly needed transportation
infrastructure sailed through an Assembly committee with a unanimous vote. But then talk radio got hold
of the issue and attacked it as an unacceptable tax increase. As a result of the radio hue and cry, conservative anti-tax legislators backed down from supporting the bill in caucus and blocked it from going to the
floor. The bill was dead. “Things would be better around here if radios were removed from legislators’
cars,” quipped a Democrat.
Many legislators consider a decline in socializing among legislators of different parties as contributing to
polarization. Some admit that this may be a response to societal changes in which people spend less time
hanging out together (“bowling alone”). In Colorado, Minnesota, Tennessee and Wisconsin, they blame
ethics restrictions for cutting down on evening receptions and dinners hosted by lobbyists. A Wisconsin
legislator said that instead of four or five receptions a night as in the past, there are now only five or so
a year. But a Colorado lawmaker commented, “You can still forge a good relationship if you pay for your
own drink.”
A Wisconsin leader said that an unintended consequence of the memorandum of understanding that led
to more predictable session schedules was that fewer legislators stayed in Madison at night. He estimates
that only about one-third of the members stayed overnight in the capital. “Instead of pulling all-nighters
and staying in town, they go home to their families.”
In our limited sample of two term-limited legislatures (Colorado and Maine) we heard that term limits
inhibit members getting to know each other. “Why bother to reach across the aisle when you or they
will be gone in a few years?” asked a Colorado legislator. Beyond this effect of term limits on personal
relations, legislators in both states talked about the difficulty of managing the process with inexperienced
leaders and the advantage of the executive branch in getting its way with inexperienced legislators. We
did not uncover any consistent effects of term limits on policymaking due to polarization.
Two practices in chambers with large majorities, use of the “Hastert rule” and caucusing in committees,
come in for criticism from the minority. The Virginia House of Delegates and the Wisconsin Assembly in
recent years have both imposed a rule that nothing moves to the floor unless a majority of the majority
caucus supports the bill. Dissenting members within the caucus are then bound to the party position,
thus ensuring its passage without minority input. While there is no doubt that this practice impedes
inter-party negotiation and compromise and frustrates the minority, it ensures that the majority gets its
way. It also means that negotiation occurs primarily within the majority party.
The houses in Iowa and Wisconsin have made increasing use of caucuses within committees in advance
of votes. An Iowa staff member said, “About 15 years ago a House appropriations committee chair started the practice of caucusing within committees. It ended the airing out of everything publicly. The same
practice spread to other committees. There is so much time spent in committee caucus. It doesn’t seem
to be an open and deliberative process.” Another Iowa observer said that the preference for closed-door
caucus discussion and the lack of public debate are due to a fear of “gotcha” politics. “Members know
that whatever they say in public can be captured and tweeted.”
Like the Hastert rule, caucusing in committee is a useful tool for the majority. However, to the extent that
committees are a place where minority party members can influence outcomes, even when the other
side has a large majority, it is a further restriction on minority party power.
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Perspectives of Members of Congress
who are Former State Legislators
We also interviewed 12 members of Congress who are former state legislators—plus a congressional
staffer who had also worked in her state capitol—from our 10 case-study states. The interviewees included seven Republicans and six Democrats. Many of their perspectives on their state legislative experience
are included in our previous comments about legislative policymaking, but we want to call out some of
them here.
Most of the members of Congress said they believe that their state legislature performs better than
Congress. But not all. One member of Congress who had been in the minority in her state legislature but
in the majority in Congress thought that Congress worked better. The same was true of a member from a
state that had experienced significant stalemates and one who had had to deal with ideological, uncompromising governors. Several of them pointed out that most bills in Congress pass with overwhelming
support, just as state legislators reported.
When asked to compare their state legislative and congressional experiences, a few themes emerged
from their comments. Compared to Congress, state legislatures or their members:
•

Operate on a substantially smaller scale and with a more homogeneous polity. “There are 201
legislators in Minnesota compared to 535 in Congress; 5 million people compare to 300 million,” said
one. “There’s a whole difference in magnitude between Virginia General Assembly and Congress,”
said another.

•

Are more collegial and less partisan. Members of Congress who had served both in the minority
and majority in their state legislatures said that minority members were more effective there than
in Congress. “In Tennessee I was friends with members from both parties. It’s hard to make friends
across parties in Congress except when we go on international trips together,” was one of several
comments about how “congressional delegations” (also known as CODELS) are one of the only ways
to get to know members of Congress from the other party. Members also said that the leaders in
their state legislatures were more collegial across party and chamber than congressional leaders.

•

Have more genuine debate on the floor and in committee. “The art of debate mattered in my Legislature,” said a former Maine leader. Speaking of his experience in Colorado, another member of Congress commented, “We were on the floor together and had real debates, not one-minute speeches.”
A Virginian said, “Our debates in Congress are not real. It’s a loss.”.

•

Have governors who are more involved in the state legislative process than the president is in Congress.

•

Use earmarks as a tool to get compromise and bridge gaps on the budget.

•

Are lower profile and face fewer demands, especially for campaign fundraising. “There’s much more
demand for my time and attention in Congress,” said a freshman member from Washington. “I
didn’t have to sit on the phone all the time to raise money in St. Paul,” said a congressional veteran.

We also asked the members of Congress what practices from their state legislative experience they would
like to see adopted by Congress. Following are some noteworthy responses:
•

One member of Congress said that he would like to see Congress give every bill a hearing and a vote.
Another version of this from a different representative was to give every member the right to get a
vote on a bill without having a formal requirement of a vote.

•

A former state house majority leader said he thought that Congress should act promptly, both in
committee and on the floor, on bills before them. He added that members of Congress should be
expected to stay on the floor until their business is done. “Forcing members to stay in session is a
better way of controlling amendments than having the rules committee block them,” he said.

•

Several said that Congress should conduct open debates on issues. “What would be the harm?”
asked a former state senate majority leader.
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•

A Republican House member said that she thought there would be greater trust in Congress if it
devoted institutional resources to building personal relationships across parties. A freshman representative said that his class has held periodic bipartisan meetings and that this practice needs to be
adopted and expanded by other subgroups in the Congress.

•

Regarding budgets and appropriations, almost all members of Congress suggested reinstating
earmarks as a tool of negotiation and compromise. Republican members, though not Democrats,
said that they thought a federal balanced budget requirement would force Congress to act in a more
timely and effective manner on the budget. One member also suggested that Congress get rid of its
separate budget and appropriations processes.

Our small sample size of 12 members of Congress did not allow us to draw hard conclusions about
practices that might help that institution improve policymaking in the face of polarization. However, the
comments offered by congressmen who have served in state legislatures suggested that they are a rich
source of ideas for strengthening the institution. Their perspectives also reinforce key themes we gleaned
from our ten case study states.

Conclusion
The results of our research show that under conditions of significant—and increasing—political polarization, state policymakers continue to be able to negotiate differences and reach settlements on major policy issues like budgets, transportation and higher education. Our conversations with legislators and other
participants in the lawmaking process have produced a menu of rules, procedures, norms and practices
that help to overcome the negative effects of polarization. These ideas include:
•

State constitutions and rules, such as single subject requirements for bills, limited sessions with effective deadlines, requirements for balanced budgets, and the fair and consistent application of rules

•

Governors and legislative leaders who are able to see the big picture, communicate and work together effectively, and make efforts to treat the minority party fairly and value their input

•

Empowered committees that deliberate effectively and make efforts to incorporate minority party
ideas

•

Personal relations, cultures and traditions among legislators that promote interparty communication
and cooperation and engender trust and respect

•

Nonpartisan staff

•

A determination to get things done, often expressed as “We’re not D.C.”

Members of Congress and state legislators will have to determine for themselves which of these ideas
might strengthen the ability of their own institutions to make laws under conditions of political polarization. Some of them obviously work better on the smaller scale of state legislatures than Congress. Others
are the result of many years of tradition and practice that cannot be adopted in another setting by rule
or decree. But all are worthy of thought and consideration by policymakers who wish to work effectively
under conditions of political polarization.
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Notes
1

NCSL, states with single subject requirements, http://www.ncsl.org/research/about-statelegislatures/germaneness-requirements.aspx

2

NCSL, state legislative chambers with requirements that all bills be heard in committee,
http://www.ncsl.org/documents/legismgt/ILP/04Tab4Pt5.pdf

3

NCSL, states that employ deadlines for processing bills,
http://www.ncsl.org/documents/legismgt/ilp/96tab3pt1.pdf
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Appendix I
PartisanState
Control Party
in Partisanship,
Polarization and Policy Making Case Study States
Case-Study
Status
Case Study State Party Control, 2000-2015
Election Years*
2000 2002 2004 2006 2008 2010 2012 2014 Tot Div Sessions
CO Legislature
Split Rep Dem Dem Dem Split Dem Split
CO Governor
Rep Rep Rep Dem Dem Dem Dem Dem
Rep Div
Dem Dem Div
Dem Div
4
CO State Control Div
CT Legislature
Dem Dem Dem Dem Dem Dem Dem Dem
CT Governor
Rep Rep Rep Rep Rep Dem Dem Dem
Div
Div
Div
Div
Dem Dem Dem
5
CT State Control Div
IA Legislature
Rep Rep Rep Dem Dem Split Split Split
IA Governor
Rep Rep Rep Dem Dem Rep Rep Rep
Rep Rep Rep Dem Dem Div
Div
Div
3
IA State Control
MA Legislature
Dem Dem Dem Dem Dem Dem Dem Dem
MA Governor
Rep Rep Rep Dem Dem Dem Dem Rep
Div
Div
Dem Dem Dem Dem Div
4
MA State Control Div
ME Legislature
Split Dem Dem Dem Dem Rep Dem Split
ME Governor
Indep Dem Dem Dem Dem Rep Rep Rep
Dem Dem Dem Dem Rep Div
Div
3
ME State Control Div
MN Legislature
Split Split Split Dem Dem Split Dem Split
MN Governor
Indep Rep Rep Rep Rep Dem Dem Dem
Div
Div
Div
Div
Div
Dem Div
7
MN State Control Div
TN Legislature
Dem Dem Split Split Rep Rep Rep Rep
TN Governor
Rep Dem Dem Dem Dem Rep Rep Rep
Dem Div
Div
Div
Rep Rep Rep
4
TN State Control Div
VA Legislature#
Rep Rep Rep Rep Split Split Rep Rep
VA Governor
Rep Dem Dem Dem Dem Rep Rep Dem
Div
Div
Div
Div
Div
Div
7
VA State Control Rep Div
WA Legislature** Split Split Dem Dem Dem Dem Split Split
WA Governor
Dem Dem Dem Dem Dem Dem Dem Dem
Div
Dem Dem Dem Dem Div
Div
4
WA State Control Div
WI Legislature
Split Rep Rep Split Dem Rep Rep Rep
WI Governor
Rep Dem Dem Dem Dem Rep Rep Rep
Div
Div
Div
Dem Rep Rep Rep
4
WI State Control Div
*Election years for Virginia are one year earlier. For example, the 2014 election denotes 2013 for Virginia.
**Washington House was tied after the 2000 election. Senate was controlled
by Democrats, so status was split. After the 2012 election, the Senate had a
nominal Democrat majority, but a coalition of Republicans and Democrats
controlled resulting in split status.
#The Virginia Senate was tied after the 2011 election (listed as 2012 in this
table), but a Republican lieutenant governor provided effective control to the
GOP. The Senate was also tied at the outset of the 2014 session with a
Democratic lieutenant governor, but switched to Republican control in the
middle of the 2014 session, which continued in the 2015 session.
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Appendix II
Average State Legislative Polarization, 1993-2015
The higher the score, the greater the distance between the two political parties in each legislature.

US

Congress

States studied in this report

Reprinted by permission from Boris Shor and Nolan McCarty, “The Ideological Mapping of American Legislatures.”
American Political Science Review 105 (2011): 530-542, updated at https://americanlegislatures.com/blog/.
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Appendix III
American Legislator Survey
NCSL, in collaboration with Rochester University Prof. Lynda Powell, sent a survey to 7,383 state legislators in May 2014. The initial solicitation was an invitation to respond to a web survey. In the following
months, two mail surveys were sent to non-respondents to the electronic survey. Subsequently, email
invitations were sent to lawmakers in targeted legislative chambers with low response rates. We received
1,814 responses to the survey—a 24.6 percent response rate. All responses were received in 2014 except
for seven in 2015 and two in 2016.
DETAILED ANALYSIS OF RESPONSES TO SELECTED QUESTIONS
In the body of the text we provide data on responses from the 10 states in our study to questions dealing
with minority party influence on committee decisions and legislators’ attitudes toward compromise and
summaries of multiple regression analyses to the same questions. Here we provide 50-state data and
details of the multiple regressions.

Table 7. Independent Variables for Multiple Regression Analyses
Independent Variable

Code

Party

Republican=0; Democrat =1, based on self-identification in the survey. All respondents from Nebraska, which is nominally nonpartisan,
identified themselves either as Democrats or Republicans. The only
respondent that self-identified as independent was eliminated from the
analysis.

Term Limits

Non-term-limited=0; Term-limited=1

Professionalism

Index for 2014 on a scale of 0 to 1, based on a composite of estimated
legislator taxable compensation, legislators’ estimates of time spent on
the job, and number of full-time staff, expressed as a percentage of the
same measures for Congress

Divided Government

Divided (party of at least one legislative chamber opposite from party of
governor) =0; Unified=1; Nebraska coded as unified Republican

Majority Party Status

Majority =0; Minority=1; refers to respondent’s status as a member of
the majority or minority party in the chamber

Gender

Female=0; Male=1

Polarization

Shor-McCarty state legislative polarization by chamber, 2014

Money Committee

Respondent’s most valued committee—Money (appropriations or budget committee) =0; Non-money or blank=1
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Table 8. Minority Party Influence on Committee Decisions
Do you think compromise is an essential part of the legislative process or is it selling out?
(Scale of 1=Essential to 7=Selling out)
State
Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri

N
26
18
15
28
12
25
36
14
20
43
24
32
23
39
42
48
33
25
65
44
32
32
52
33
36

Avg. Score
3.0
3.2
3.0
4.7
2.8
3.5
4.3
3.2
3.4
3.6
2.3
2.9
3.3
3.2
3.0
3.8
3.1
3.8
5.2
3.8
3.4
3.8
3.3
3.8
3.4

State
Montana
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming
49 States*

N
51
16
110
14
28
28
41
55
18
16
23
23
30
26
37
34
18
32
61
24
35
27
38
38
1,620

Avg. Score
3.4
3.7
4.5
3.0
4.1
2.1
3.0
3.1
2.6
3.0
4.7
3.3
2.6
4.3
3.2
3.0
3.7
3.1
4.4
3.1
4.1
3.9
2.7
3.3
3.6

* Nebraska’s nonpartisan Unicameral excluded because committees not organized on partisan basis.

Table 9. Multiple regression on, “How much influence do minority party
members have on [your most valued] committee’s decision?”
(Scale of 1=None to 7=Considerable) *, **, *** indicates significance at the 95 percent,
99 percent and 99.9 percent confidence levels, respectively.
Coefficient
(Standard error)

Coefficient
(Standard error)

0.247**
(.080)

Constant

3.885***
(.241)

Majority Status

Party

0.352***
(0.080)

Gender

-0.043
(.088)

Term Limits

0.261**
(0.089)

Polarization

0.150
(.092)

Professionalism
Divided Government
NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF STATE LEGISLATURES

-3.060***
(0.390)

Money Committee

-0.194*
(.081)
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0.303**
(0.117)

Number of observations

1,634

Adjusted R Squared

.068

Table 10. Compromise
Do you think compromise is an essential part of the legislative process or is it selling out?
(Scale of 1=Essential to 7=Selling out)
State
Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana

N
29
19
16
29
12
29
40
16
23
49
27
38
26
39
43
54
34
26
68
51
38
35
56
37
41
61

Avg. Score
2.9
2.5
3.1
2.1
2.1
2.3
2.6
2.1
2.8
2.3
1.7
2.9
2.0
2.3
2.4
2.7
2.3
2.6
2.2
2.1
1.9
2.5
2.1
2.9
2.6
3.2

State
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming
50 States

N
23
16
122
17
29
36
42
59
20
18
29
26
31
27
40
35
20
39
64
33
39
29
42
40

Avg. Score
1.7
2.0
2.1
2.3
2.8
2.2
2.8
2.4
1.9
2.3
2.2
1.8
2.2
1.6
2.6
2.6
3.2
2.5
2.1
2.1
2.5
2.8
2.3
2.3

1,812

2.4

Table 11. Multiple regression on, “How much influence do minority party
members have on [your most valued] committee’s decision?”
(Scale of 1=None to 7=Considerable) *, **, *** indicates significance at the 95 percent,
99 percent and 99.9 percent confidence levels, respectively.
Coefficient
(Standard error)

Coefficient
(Standard error)
Constant

2.718***
(0.214)

Majority Status

-0.057
(0.071

Party

-0.944***
(0.070)

Gender

0.087
(0.078)

Term Limits

0.025
(0.079)

Polarization

0.221**
(0.080)

Professionalism

-0.740*
(0.343)

Money Committee

-0.027
(0.106)

Divided Government

-0.003
(0.071)

Number of observations

1,692

Adjusted R Squared

0.118
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AMERICAN LEGISLATOR SURVEY
1.

WERE YOU OPPOSED IN YOUR LAST CAMPAIGN?
Primary Election

2.

□ No □

Had Held Other Elected
Public Office

□
□

Primary
General

4.

□ No □ Yes

IF OPPOSED, WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING DESCRIBE THE 2ND PLACE CANDIDATE? [CHECK ALL THAT APPLY]
Incumbent

3.

General Election

Yes

□
□

Had Held Appointed
Public Office

Had Held Party Office

□
□

□
□

IF OPPOSED, HOW MUCH DO YOU THINK WAS SPENT IN INDEPENDENT EXPENDITURES (THAT IS, NOT BY CANDIDATE
COMMITTEES OR PARTIES) TO ELECT:
YOU

THE 2ND PLACE CANDIDATE

Primary:

$ ____________________

$ ____________________

General:

$ ____________________

$ ____________________

NO INDEPENDENT
EXPENDITURES

□
□

IN YOUR LAST ELECTION, HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE YOUR POLITICAL VIEWS AND THOSE OF OTHERS? [CHECK
ONE BOX IN EACH ROW] IF YOU ARE UNCERTAIN ABOUT A POLITICAL VIEW, PLEASE LEAVE THAT ROW BLANK. IF
UNOPPOSED IN AN ELECTION, LEAVE THAT SECOND PLACE CANDIDATE ROW BLANK.
Extremely
Liberal

Liberal

Slightly
Liberal

1

2

3

Moderate/
Middle of
the Road
4

□
□
□

□
□
□

□
□
□

□
□
□

□
□
□

□
□
□

□
□
□

□
□
□

Yourself
Primary Election
2nd Place Candidate
General Election
2nd Place Candidate

□
□
□

□
□
□

□
□
□

□
□
□

□
□
□

□
□
□

Slightly
Conservative

Conservative

Extremely
Conservative

5

6

7

Voters in Your District:
Average General
Election Voter
Average Democratic
Primary Voter
Average Republican
Primary Voter
5.

AS YOU CONSIDER THE VARIOUS SOURCES OF INFORMATION AVAILABLE TO YOU AS A LEGISLATOR, HOW
IMPORTANT IS EACH OF THE FOLLOWING? [CHECK ONE BOX IN EACH ROW]

Your legislative party leaders
Other members of your caucus
Members from the other party
Committee recommendations
Lobbyists
Non-partisan staff
Partisan staff
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Not Important
at All
1

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

2

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
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3

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

4

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Very
Important
5

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

6.

DO YOU SPECIALIZE IN A SINGLE POLICY AREA OR ARE YOU EQUALLY ACTIVE IN MANY AREAS?
Specialize in
Equally Active in
Single Policy Area
Many
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

□

7.

□

□

Greatly Decrease
1

□
□
□
□
□

Healthcare
The Environment
Law Enforcement
Transportation/Infrastructure

□

□

Slightly Decrease
2

Maintain
3

□
□
□
□
□

Slightly Increase
4

□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□

Greatly Increase
5

□
□
□
□
□

IF YOU WERE REQUIRED TO CHOOSE BETWEEN RAISING TAXES OR CUTTING SPENDING TO SOLVE A BUDGET
DEFICIT, WOULD YOU CHOOSE:
All from Tax
Increases
0

□

9.

□

SHOULD YOUR STATE DECREASE, MAINTAIN, OR INCREASE SPENDING ON: [CHECK ONE BOX IN EACH ROW]

Welfare

8.

□

10

□

20

30

□

40

□

50

□

□

60

70

□

80

□

□

90

□

All from
Spending Cuts
100

□

WHAT DO YOU THINK IS THE RELATIVE INFLUENCE OF THE FOLLOWING ACTORS IN DETERMINING LEGISLATIVE
OUTCOMES IN YOUR CHAMBER? [CHECK ONE BOX IN EACH ROW] IF YOU SERVE IN A TIED CHAMBER, ANSWER
ABOUT THE PERIOD JUST BEFORE THE TIE.
No
Dictates
Influence
Policy
3
4
1
2
5
6
7
Majority leadership
Minority leadership
Committee chairs
Other chamber
Interest groups
Non-partisan staff
Partisan staff
Governor

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

10. WERE YOU THE PRIMARY AUTHOR OF ANY BILLS THAT BECAME LAW IN 2013 OR 2014?

□ No

□ Yes

If yes, how many? ____________________________

11. WHEN YOU CONSIDER THEIR OPINIONS, HOW DO THE FOLLOWING GROUPS AFFECT YOUR LIKELIHOOD TO
COMPROMISE IN YOUR POLICY DECISIONS? [CHECK ONE BOX IN EACH ROW]
Makes Me Much
Less Likely
1

□
□
□
□

Primary voters
General election voters
Legislative party leaders
Contributors

2

□
□
□
□

Neither More
nor Less Likely
3

□
□
□
□

4

□
□
□
□

Makes Me Much
More Likely
5

□
□
□
□

12. DO YOU THINK COMPROMISE IS AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THE LEGISLATIVE PROCESS OR IS IT SELLING OUT?
Compromise is
Compromise is
Essential
Selling Out
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

□

□

□

□
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13. HOW MUCH TIME DO YOU SPEND ON EACH OF THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES? [CHECK ONE BOX IN EACH ROW]

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

1

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

2

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

3

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

4

A Great
Deal
5

□
□

□
□

□
□

□
□

□
□

Hardly Any
Committee work
Building coalitions within own party to pass legislation
Building coalitions across parties to pass legislation
Keeping in touch with constituents
Helping constituents with problems with government
Making sure your district gets a fair share of government
money and projects
Campaigning/Fundraising
Could you further distinguish between:
Fundraising for yourself
Fundraising for your caucus

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

14. OF YOUR STANDING COMMITTEE ASSIGNMENTS, WHICH ONE DO YOU VALUE THE MOST?
COMMITTEE NAME: __________________________________________________________

□ NO ASSIGNMENT [SKIP TO Q20]

15. HOW IMPORTANT IS YOUR MEMBERSHIP ON THIS COMMITTEE TO YOUR: [CHECK ONE BOX IN EACH ROW]
Not Important
1

Reelection
Ability to make public policy
Influence in your chamber
Fundraising
Opportunity to run for other office

□
□
□
□
□

Very Important
2

3

□
□
□
□
□

4

□
□
□
□
□

5

□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□

16. CONTINUING WITH THE COMMITTEE ASSIGNMENT YOU VALUE THE MOST:
HOW MANY YEARS HAVE YOU SERVED ON THIS COMMITTEE? ______________________________

□ No

DID YOU REQUEST THIS COMMITTEE ASSIGNMENT?

□ Yes

17. HOW MUCH INFLUENCE DO MINORITY PARTY MEMBERS HAVE ON THIS COMMITTEE’S DECISIONS?
None
Considerable
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

18. REGARDING THE BILLS REFERRED TO THIS COMMITTEE:
HOW OFTEN DOES A BILL SUPPORTED BY THIS COMMITTEE PASS ON THE FLOOR INTACT (OR WITH ONLY FRIENDLY
AMENDMENTS)?
Never
Always
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

6

Always
7

HOW OFTEN DOES A BILL OPPOSED BY THIS COMMITTEE PASS ON THE FLOOR?
Never
1

□

2

□

3

□

4

□

5

□

□

19. IF YOU COULD SERVE ON ANY ONE COMMITTEE, WOULD THIS BE YOUR FIRST CHOICE?
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□

□ No

□ Yes

20. WHAT PERCENT OF VOTERS IN YOUR DISTRICT WOULD YOU SAY:
_____________________ %

_____________________ %

_____________________ %

Feel Closer to the Republican Party

Feel Closer to the Democratic Party

Are Truly Independent

21. TO WHAT EXTENT IS THE CONTENT AND PASSAGE OF BILLS IN YOUR CHAMBER INFLUENCED BY THE FINANCIAL
CONTRIBUTIONS OF INDIVIDUALS AND GROUPS TO CANDIDATES AND PARTIES?
Not at All
Completely
Influenced
Determined
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

22. TO WHAT EXTENT IS THE CONTENT AND PASSAGE OF BILLS IN YOUR CHAMBER INFLUENCED BY INDEPENDENT
EXPENDITURES (THAT IS, SPENDING IN THE ELECTION NOT MADE BY PARTIES OR CANDIDATE COMMITTEES)?
Not at All
Completely
Influenced
Determined
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

23. WHICH HAS MORE INFLUENCE OVER THE CONTENT AND PASSAGE OF LEGISLATION IN YOUR CHAMBER?
Chamber and Party
Leaders
1

2

□

Both Equal
Influence
4

3

□

□

5

□

Committees and
Chairs
7

6

□

□

□

24. PLEASE INDICATE HOW MUCH ATTENTION YOU THINK YOUR LEGISLATIVE PARTY LEADER SHOULD GIVE TO:
[CHECK ONE BOX IN EACH ROW]
Hardly Any
A Great Deal
1
2
3
4
5
Assisting members with legislative problems

□
□
□
□
□
□

Floor management
Building legislative coalitions across parties
Fundraising
Keeping the caucus united on floor votes
Supporting and defending the institution

□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□

25. AVERAGED OVER THE FULL YEAR, INCLUDING SESSION TIME, INTERIM WORK, CONSTITUENT SERVICE, AND
CAMPAIGNING, WHAT PERCENTAGE OF A FULL-TIME JOB IS YOUR LEGISLATIVE WORK?
0%

□

10

20

□

30

□

40

□

□

50

□

60

□

70

80

□

90

□

□

100%

□

26. AFTER SERVICE IN THE PRESENT CHAMBER, WHAT ARE YOU LIKELY TO DO? [CHECK ALL THAT APPLY]

□ Run for other chamber in my legislature □ Run for other elective office
□ Return to prior non-political career
□ Lobbying/Consulting

□ Seek appointive office
□ Retire

27. PLEASE PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION.
YEAR OF BIRTH:

19

.

RACE/ETHNICITY: [CHECK ALL THAT APPLY]

□ Asian

FAMILY INCOME:

□ Black

□ Below $25,000
□ $25,000 - $49,999

□ Hispanic

□ Native American

□ $50,000 - $74,999
□ $75,000 - $99,999

□ Pacific Islander

□ $100,000 - $249,999
□ $250,000 or Above
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□ White

□ Prefer Not to Answer
<caseid>
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